DEFENDING YOUR DATA
DATA PROTECTION FOR CIOS AND IT MANAGERS
One of the most important tasks in any business is ensuring the integrity and security of your data. It’s a serious and
bottom-line-critical responsibility, especially when you consider the legal and regulatory implications of personal data
protection.
Most jurisdictions have laws requiring companies to keep customer data safe, secure and private.
The most comprehensive of such laws aﬀecting businesses operating in Europe is the EU General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) and is set to become law at the latest May 25th, 2018. Countries may adopt GDPR into law before
this date, making compliance an urgent priority for businesses operating within them.
The consequences for non-compliance with these and other regulations can be disastrous. Article 83 of GDPR outlines
the ﬁnes for companies that lose or mishandle customer data; in brief, these could amount to up to €20m or 4% of
total global turnover (whichever is higher) each year.
Clearly, data protection is a growing concern.
If you implement a strong data policy, heeding regulations and using the most advanced security technologies, you can
save your company from potential revenue loss under the new EU regulations.
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HOW DO NASHTECH AND THE IVI WORK TOGETHER?
To meet these ever-growing demands, NashTech has partnered with the IVI to answer this challenge; together, we
provide our clients with a full suite of independent assessments, that highlight capability gaps, create
comprehensive answers to those gaps and build remediation plans to support customers on a continual journey of
improvement.
These assessments are powered by the IT-CMF, an IT Framework, and are designed to integrate seamlessly into
existing engagement practices. Some of the assessments we deliver cover:
•

Digital Readiness

•

Data Protection

•

Cloud Readiness

•

IT Eﬀectiveness

Want to learn more?

GET IN TOUCH WITH US TODAY:
Ronan Gray
Senior Vice President, Advisory Services
Ronan.Gray@nashtechglobal.com
+353 87 177 3242
http://www.nashtechglobal.com/gdpr

About IVI
www.ivi.ie

The IVI is a not-for proﬁt, independent organisation co-founded in 2006 by
Maynooth University and Intel to create a global standard for IT management – the
IT-CMF. The IT Capability Maturity Framework (IT-CMF) is a framework speciﬁcally
created to derive real, measurable business value from IT. It helps organisations
devise more robust strategies, make better-informed decisions and perform more
eﬀectively, eﬃciently and consistently.
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NashTech has been enabling innovative business and digital
transformation through IT services spanning Advisory, Software, Business
Processes and Infrastructure since 2000. From global oﬃce locations,
NashTech supports organisations with both outsourcing and consultancy
requirements delivering from its oﬀshore centres in Vietnam.
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